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Prime BSI™ Scientific CMOS CameraC U S T O M E R  R E F E R E N C E

The thing that really impressed me is how uniform the sensor is – far 
fewer hot pixels, noisy pixels and stripes than the last generation of 
sCMOS cameras. I hardly see a use for EMCCDs anymore.

“ “

BACKGROUND

CHALLENGE

Dr. Holden’s research lies between biophysics and microbiology, using super-resolution microscopy to 

study basic principles of bacterial spatial organization. In particular, the Holden Lab focuses on how the 

Gram-positive model bacterium Bacillus subtilis divides, and how the bacterial cytoskeleton guides the 

construction of a mid-cell cross-wall or septum. The Lab is currently working to understand these biological 

processes using novel methods based on microfabrication, microfluidics and single molecule and super-

resolution microscopy.

Bacterial cell division takes place below the diffraction limit of microscopy, which is why the Holden Lab 

uses super-resolution and single molecule imaging to visualize aspects of the bacterial division process, 

such as the treadmilling dynamics of the bacterial cytoskeleton protein FtsZ during cell division. 

The Lab’s work depends on imaging either the dynamics of cytoskeletal protein filaments using only a few 

fluorescent protein labels on each filament, or individual cell wall synthesis enzymes in live bacteria samples 

at low illumination power. This combination of low fluorophore density and low illumination intensity means 

that they require a scientific camera to be sensitive and have a low noise profile.
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SOLUTION

Figure 1 Comparison of live cell imaging of FtsZ ring organization during bacterial 

cell division using a Prime BSI and an EMCCD camera. Images of FtsZ-mNeonGreen 

fluorescence in live B. subtilis, immobilized vertically in nanofabricated chambers, 

excited at 488 nm by HILO illumination, were acquired sequentially with a 100x 

objective using the same effective pixel size on each camera. Each image minimum 

value cropped to camera baseline of 100. Scale bar, 1 μm.

Additional Information:

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/966001234573479937.html?refreshed=yes

The Holden Lab is now using the Teledyne Photometrics Prime BSI back-illuminated sCMOS to investigate 

how B. subtilis divide. 

To make this decision, Dr Holden compared the Prime BSI to an EMCCD camera and was impressed with 

the equivalent level of sensitivity. He told us, “SNR levels are pretty indistinguishable for a tough sample of 

mNeonGreen-FtsZ in live cells at low illumination power.”

Dr Holden went on to say that, compared to an EMCCD, “[the Prime BSI], is faster and offers a larger field of 

view with 2048x2048 pixels. The thing that really impressed me is how uniform the sensor is – far fewer hot 

pixels, noisy pixels and stripes than the last generation of sCMOS cameras. I hardly see a use for EMCCDs 

anymore.”
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